
Ongoing Home Learning Tasks for Year 2 

Please use the table below to record when your child completes each activity by initialling in the correct box. Children who 

complete the 12 required activities for each separate subject will be rewarded with additional playtime. Therefore, they could 

be rewarded for reading, spelling or maths. Please return the home learning by Monday 11th July. 

Maths – Children should complete a maths activity on at least 4 occasions each week. All children will be at different 

starting points so choose the appropriate one for your child’s current understanding. 

• Find the mass: Find the mass, in grams, of a range of household objects or toys. 

• Compare the mass: Using your results from Find the Mass, now use < > = to compare pairs of your results.  

• Find the capacity: Find the capacity, in ml, of a range of household containers. 

• Compare the capacity: Using your results from Find the Capacity, now use < > = to compare pairs of your results.  

• Reading temperatures: If you have a household thermometer, can you find the temperature of your bedroom, every day 

for the next three weeks. How is this similar or different to other rooms in your house? 

Times Tables: Keep practising your 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 times tables. https://www.timestables.co.uk/ is a great place to start. We also use  

websites on You Tube to help us learn: Scratch Garden - https://www.youtube.com/user/ScratchGarden and Have Fun Teaching 

Abacus Learning: Have fun completing the learning games I have allocated to your child on the active learn website.  The school 

log in code is: xlqg.  You will also need your active learn username which is on your book mark and the password, which is 

Jerry123! 

Complete Maths 

Facts Activity 

M T W Th F Sat Sun 

20.06.22        

27.06.22        

04.07.22        

https://www.timestables.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ScratchGarden


English- Reading 

• Read aloud and discuss your book with an adult using the questions in the back of your reading record and on your book mark, 

at least 4 times each week. Continue to complete your bookworm sheets for the Rivenhall Rainbow Reading Challenge. 

• Complete your Fabulous Fluency Reading each week. Remember, you need to read it to at least five people (sheep and pets 

count) and get them to sign it. 

• Read your Library book. 

• Practice recognising your blends and high frequency words in your flip cards, daily. 
Reading Aloud to 

an adult 

M T W Th F Sat Sun 

20.06.22        

27.06.22        

04.07.22        

English- Spelling - Complete a spelling task at least four times a week. 

• Practise the spellings on the national Year 2 common exception words list. 

• Practise your weekly spellings. Can you put each word into a sentence? How many times can you write each word in 30 

seconds? Can you put your spellings into rainbow colours? Can you spot the spellings in your reading books? 

• Can you improve the following sentences by adding adjectives and adverbs; by changing nouns and verbs; and by putting in 

conjunctions? Could you tell me, in sentences, what would happen next, by carrying on the story? Remember your punctuation, 

spelling and don’t forget to include all the words. Double check your sentences and edit accordingly.  

• The dog ran down the road. 

• The cat sat in the tree. 

• The haribo were all gone. 

• Jerry was laughing at Mr L.  

• Miss Day was sitting at her desk.  
Spelling practice M T W Th F Sat Sun 

20.06.22        



27.06.22        

04.07.22        

 

Challenges – in addition to the required ongoing tasks above, select one or more of the following challenges. 

Creative Writing: 

Using the questions as writing prompts, can you tell me, in sentences about this picture? Don’t forget to use full stops, capital letters 

and finger spaces. Can you join two sentence with different connectives? Can you start your sentences in different ways? Can you 

correctly join your letters? Can you use your common exception words and phonics spellings? Can you use apostrophes and commas? 

Pet  

• How do you know that the giraffe is the boy’s pet? 
• How long do you think the boy has had the giraffe as a pet? Why? 
• Where did he get it from? 
• How does the giraffe feel about the boy? How does it feel about being kept as a pet? 
• Should people be allowed to keep any animal as a pet? Make a list of animals you think 

should/shouldn’t be kept as pets. Discuss why. 
• Explain the benefits of owning a pet.  

 

Geography 

What are the features of the road you live on? Is it a busy road or a quiet road? What makes it a busy or quiet road? How could you 

make your road safer? Write a report for the local council telling them how to improve your road so it is a safer place for you to walk 

down. 

Art: 

Draw your family in the style of a Mackenzie Thorpe animal portrait. What animals would your family be and why? How would they pose? 

What accessories would they have? 


